



























































Zoltân DRRôczv: On the generalized Jensen functional equa-
tion
Karol BanoN: Some orthogonally additive surjections are ad-
ditive
Justyna SrNoRSx,q: Set-valued orthogonal Cauchy equation
Coffee brealt
Chair: Henrik Srprx,æR
Roman GBn: Fischer-Muszély functional equation almost ev-
erywhere
Antal JÂnal:A 0-1 law for multiplicative functional equations
satisfied almost everywhere





Jùrg RÂrz: On the functional equation
r+r@+r@)):a+y@+ffu))
Jacek CSUtELINSKI: Pexiderized orthogonality equation




Moshe Got-ospRc: The Critical Power of the Numerical Ra-
dius
Zoltân BoRos: Local decompositions and strong
Q-differentiability of higher order











1tt morning session Chair: Detlef GRoNau
9:00 
- 




9:45 Ludwig Rptcs: Tlansformation theory of generalized Dhom-
bres equations in the complex domain
9:50 
- 




Marek Cezary ZouN: On singular interval-value iteration
groups
Zbigniew LnSNtax: On properties of generalized Reeb flows





Jean-Luc M.q.RIcsal: Associative string functions
Harald FRlpBRrtNcER: On n-associative formal power series
Gergd Necv: Mappings on sets of Hilbert space operators that
Ieave the norm of commutators invariant
Coftee brealc
Chair: Lâszl6 SzÉxsI-vHIot
Janusz MoRewrBc: On inhomogeneous refinement type equa-
tions
Patricia Szoxol,: Maps preserving geodesic and their connec-
tion with relative entropy


























































with a regular talk




Chaired by Maciej SaeLIN
Alienation of functional equations











Chair : Kazimier z Ntxoopv
Witold JeRCzvx: Convexity on groups




Zsolt PÂr,ps: An extremal property of the cone of Wright-
convex functions
Judit MaNô: On (c, a)-Jensen convexity




Kazimierz Nrxoopttt: Strong convexity and a strengthening of
the G-L-A mean inequalities









2nd afternoon session Chair: Jolanta K. MIstpwIcz
76:45 
- 
77:05 Wlodzimierz FBcuwpR: Functional inequalities related to the
notion of averaging operators
17:10 
- 
17:30 Tomasz Szosrox: Inequalities of the Hermite-Hadamard type
involving numerical differentiation formulas
17:35 
- 



































































































Janusz Marxowsxl: Invariance formulas for weighted quasi-
arithmetic means for bounded sequences
Dorota G r,azows xA : Invariance equation involving Matkowski
means




Lâszlô SzÉxpr,yulot: A characterization of polynomial func-
tions
Jens ScuweIGER: On the construction of functional equations
with prescribed general solution





Eszter Gspluexu: Additive solvability and linear indepen-
dence of the solutions of a system of functional equations
Peter SrenLER: Curve shortening by short rulers
Pâl Bunet: Functional equations involving Makô-Pâles means
Coffee brealr
Chair: Antal JÂneI
Jolanta K. MlsIewICZ: Generalized convolution, Markov pro-
cesses and an integral functional equation
Kâroly Le.lxô: A negative result on the characterization of
bivariate distributions
El-Sayed El-Heoy: On the solutions of a two-place functional











































Janusz BRzopx: Fixed point methods in Ulam's type stability
Tomasz KocHeNsx: Towards a C*-algebraic characterization
of the Hyers-Ulam stability
Bogdan Berxo: Spectral representation theory and approxi-
mate solutions of functional equations in vector lattices
Coffee break
Chair: Zygfryd KoutNpx
Henrik Srnrx,on: An extension of Wilson's equation to groups
Gergely KIss: The discrete Pompeiu problem
Problems and Remarks
